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The Okura Prestige Taipei

Banquet

Located in Nan-Jing E. Road within Chung-Shan district, the Okura Prestige Taipei is one of the
international 5-star-hotel chain groups of Hotel Okura Co. Ltd. Over 50 years founded since 1958,
Okura considers herself as a guardian of Japanese culture. The top 3 hotels in Tokyo as Imperial
Hotel Tokyo, Hotel New Otani Tokyo, and The Okura Prestige, have been called the “Big Three”.
The Okura Prestige is not only the most luxurious hotel in Japan, but also the Japanese-culture
representative for international 5-star hotels. The Okura Prestige surely plays a significant role in the
eyes of Japanese.
With 356 square meters space and 4.5 meter tall grand hall, the banquet on the 3rd floor has
capacity of 24 Chinese tables, or switches flexibly for variable meeting space demands. The Chinese
style peonies on French windows and main entrance, and the occidental crystal pendent lamps,
altogether represent the classic contemporary design. In addition, Lite-Puter lighting equipments
enable the balance between multi-function and aesthetics, to spread out the spirit of Japanese cultural
harmony.
To fulfill the requirement of both multi-function and the “harmony” theme design, Lite-Puter
lighting system presents a concise and low-key luxury manner though delicate settings. Customers
can’t help slowing down their steps to enjoy the atmosphere of Japanese Aikido.
With the removable module design, DX-1220 is adopted for the lighting control system, to
make the growing future demand much easier. DX-1220 can be repaired or exchanged in 3 seconds
without turning off the power. In this case, the hotel is able to avoid most of the complaints and loss
from customers.
Location

Chung-Shan District, Taipei City

Installation Spot

Banquet

Equipments

Lite-Puter Lighting Control System

Lighting Control

Lite-Puter Module dimmer pack DX-1220*8、Central controller DP-6B*1、control panel

Products

CP-3B*2、sub-control panel CP-2B*5、lighting control interface, and etc.

